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De ay of 132Sn+64Ni!196P t using Skyrme energy density
formalism in dynami al luster-de ay model
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Introdu tion

ordinates of mass (and harge) asymmetry

132 Sn

The fusion ex itation fun tions for
on 64 Ni are observed experimentally [1℄ both
at above and below the Coulomb barrier energies. The dynami al luster-de ay model
(DCM) of preformed lusters [2℄ was re ently
applied to the study of de ay of ompound nuleus 196 Pt formed in this rea tion and ni e
omparisons were obtained for both the observed evaporation residue (ER) and ssion
ross-se tions, ex ept that the ssion rossse tion showed some ontribution of the quasission (qf) pro ess at the highest two energies
[3℄. Besides qf at higher energies, the barrier
modi ations was shown to be an essential requirement for tting the data of both ER and
ssion at below-barrier enegies. Note that in
this work, the po ket formula of Blo ki et al.
was used for al ulating the nu lear proximity
potential. In the present work, we study the
same rea tion, based on the DCM, using the
nu lear proximity potential obtained from the
semi lassi al extended Thomas Fermi (ETF)
approa h of Skyrme energy density formalism
(SEDF) [4℄. We nd that for all the three
illustrative Skyrme for es used here, namely,
SIII, GSkI and SSk, just as for the ase of nulear potential from Blo ki et al. [3℄, ni e ts
to data (both ER and ssion ross-se tions)
are obtained, with barrier modiÆ ation e ets
added at sub-barrier energies, and the qf ontribution required at higher enter-of-mass energies E :m: , where the later (the qf omponent) is found to in rease as the nu lear potential be omes more attra tive.

Theory

The dynami al
luster-de ay model
(DCM) is based on the olle tive o-

 =(A1 +A2 )/(A1 +A2 ) (and Z =(Z1 -Z2 )/(Z1 Z2 )) and relative separation R. In terms of `

partial waves, the ompound nu leus de ay
ross-se tion is
`max
 X
= 2
(2` + 1)P0 P:
k
`

(1)

=0

Here, P0 is the preformation probability,
whi h an be obtained by solving the stationary S hrodinger equation in  - oordinate, and
P the penetrability al ulated in WKB approximation. The deformation and orientation dependent fragmentation potential at a
xed temperature T is
V ( ) =

2
X
i

Bi + VC + VN + V`

(2)

=1

where Bi are the experimental binding energies, V` is the potential due to angular momentum e e ts and VC is the Coulomb potential. The VN is an additional attra tion due to
nu lear proximity potential. All the terms in
Eq. (2) are T-dependent. Here, we al ulate
the nu lear proximity potential by using the
ETF approa h of SEDF [4℄. The energy density formalism de nes the nu lear intera tion
potential as
VN (R) = E (R) E (1)
(3)
R
where, E = H (~r)d~r with H as the Skyrme

Hamiltonian density. For nu leon densities,
we use the two-parameter Fermi distribution
[5℄, whi h for the ompound system are added
under frozen approximation [6℄.

Cal ulations and Results

Fig. 1(a) shows the fragmentation potential
for 196 Pt at ` = 0 and `max values for the
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FIG. 1: (a) Fragmentation potentials V (A2 ) for the de ay of
nu leus at ` = 0 and `max values
using ETF-based proximity potential from SEDF with di erent Skyrme for es GSkI, SSk and SIII and
the po ket formula of Blo ki et al. (b) Experimental evaporation residue (ER ) and ssion ross-se tion
(fiss ) ompared with DCM al ulations using the SSk for e, for 132 Sn+64 Ni rea tion.

three Skyrme for es GSkI, SSk and SIII and
for Blo ki et al.'s po ket formula. We noti e
that the GSkI and SSk for es show identi al
fragmentation potentials for both ` = 0 and
`max , and the same is true for SIII and Blo ki
et al.
intera tions, ex ept that Blo ki et
al. also favors a ontribution from symmetri
mass distribution (relatively deeper minimum
at A/2). In any ase, for all the four ases, the
potential energy minima are stronger at the
asymmetri fragments rather than the symmetri fragments. One may also noti e that at
` = 0, the ontribution of ER is more prominent as ompared to the symmetri or asymmetri fragments for all the four intera tions,
and that, at ` = `max , the ssion fragments
start ompeting.
Fig. 1(b) shows our results of al ulations, illustrated for SSk for e, ompared with
experimental data for both the ER and ssion ross-se tions. Apparently, our use of
the ETF-based SEDF proximity potential, in
the framework of DCM, gives a ni e des ription of all the data for all the three Skyrme
for es, similar to that was obtained for Blo ki
et al.
potential [3℄. The lowering of barriers at sub-barrrier energies is required in ea h
ase, and a quasi- ssion ontribution is also
found essential to explain orre tly the ssion
ross-se tions at the highest two-three ener-

gies. Furthermore, we nd that the quasission ontent is relatively higher for the for e
where the nu lear potential be omes more attra tive.
In on lusion, the role of di erent Skyrme
intera tions in ETF-based SEDF is studied
within DCM, for the de ay of 196 Pt formed in
radioa tive 132 Sn beam on 64 Ni target. Both
barrier-lowering at sub-barrier energies, and
quasi- ssion (qf) omponent at above barrier
energies are found important, and the qf omponent is found to in rease with the in rease
in depth of nu lear intera tion potential.
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